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MESSAGE FROM CHAIRMAN, IGBC

I was born on 26th January 1936, and have vivid memories of our 1942 rebellion
against the British Raj. Tagore wrote in Gitanjali “…Into that Heaven of Freedom,
My Father, let my Country Awake”. We got our freedom on 15th August 1947, but
paid a very heavy price through the partition of India. And then came Sahir
Ludhiyanvi’s melody, sung by Mukesh “Woh Subah Kabhee To Aayegi…” lamenting
the opportunity lost in not being able to reduce the poverty, nor illiteracy, from the
vast multitudes. But we have now turned the corner, and India will rise again.
Our huge young population rekindles the hope that we will teach skills, encourage
innovation, bring IT in common man’s life and we will learn to adopt our ancient
values in living & in building new India. With the mission of “Housing for All”, we
will build 3 more new Indias – all in harmony with the Nature, “Green Buildings”.
IGBC has brought India to World’s Number Two position with a registered Green
Building Footprint of 3.0 + Billion Sq. Ft. Our mission is to celebrate India’s 75
Years of Independence on 15th August 2022, with a registered foot print of 10
billion Sq. Ft, far beyond any country of the world. Only then, India will lead the
world in promoting “Preservation of All Life Forms on Our Beautiful Mother Earth”.
Dr Prem C Jain
Chairman - IGBC
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MESSAGE FROM CHAIRMAN, IGBC CHANDIGAH CHAPTER

I would like to share with all of you that the fossils and fuels which were created by nature in
200 million years ago in our mother earth has been exhausted by us in 200 years without
giving any thought for the next generation. We have deforested the green cover, the global
warming due to omission of green house gases has changed the environment globally which
has caused the ecological imbalance across the world and life has become more and more
difficult for the habitats on this planet . Our natural resources are depleting very fast, so there
is a great need to have alternative resources to meet the Challenges right from today
otherwise it will be too late.
India is witnessing the tremendous growth in infrastructure development. Due to rapidly
urbanization the construction sector is growing very fast and poses many challenges to
preserve the environment. In this direction Indian Green Building council is playing very
important role since 2001 and has opened 19 IGBC Chapters across the country and over
65 student Chapters in various Architect and Engineering colleges till today. The mission of
IGBC is to make aware and importance of green building and to built sustainable
environment for all through conferences, exhibitions and training programs. IGBC has
achieved great heights under the leadership of Dr. Prem C Jain and deep involvement of all
the council members and other partners. Today India has registered 3.127 billion Sq.ft of
green building footprints and is the second country in the world with largest green building
footprints. The green Buildings which plays a catalytic role in addressing the environmental
issues and concerns.
IGBC aspire to cross 10 billion sq.ft of green building footprint in the next 10 years with the
sincere support and efforts of all members and stockholders. Government of India too has
taken these initiatives on the fore front agenda by developing the 100 smart cities across the
country.
A K Jaswal
Chairman
IGBC Chandigarh Chapter
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MESSAGE FROM CO-CHAIRMAN, IGBC CHANDIGAH CHAPTER

It gives me immense pleasure to present the first experimental issue of Chandigarh
newsletter of IGBC, which is a humble attempt and small step to showcase, what
little we have been able to do during last 18 months of our existence to promote
the cause of green buildings in the region. It is a small beginning to spread the
message of IGBC and to create awareness among the young professionals about
the role and importance of green buildings in promoting sustainability and making
this world more humane and livable. In the process, 6 students chapters have
already been put in place in the premier institutions of the region involving NITTTR,
Chandigarh, IIT Roorkee, GZCET Bhatinda, Hindu College Sonepat, Maharaja
Agrasen University Baddi and KCET Amritsar, with many more in the process.
Under the able guidance of our Chairman Sh. P C Jain we intend to continue our
endeavor with more vigour to involve large number of stakeholders to make them
integral part of the green movement. Under the umbrella of CII, we are providing
support to the agenda of making cities smart in the region. We are also trying to
involve developers and promoters to plan, design and make all upcoming and
existing real estate projects as green projects. We earnestly look forward to your
constant guidance and support to make this humble endeavor more meaningful,
objective and result oriented.
Ar. Jit Kumar Gupta
Co- Chairman
IGBC Chandigarh Chapter
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Launch of IGBC Chandigarh Chapter
Saturday, 22 March 2014
Chandigarh Chapter of Indian Green Building Council
was launched on March 22, 2014 to promote and spread
the need, role and importance of Green Buildings in
achieving Urban Sustainability in the Northern Region

Government Meetings
Punjab has taken the lead among the states in the country, to promote Green Buildings by offering 5%
additional FAR over and above permitted under the PUDA Buildings Rules, 2013 to all categories of green
buildings rated by various approved agencies including IGBC.
Discussions held between PEDA Officials and IGBC to Promote Green Buildings through collaborative efforts
by undertaking training and seminars for creating awareness amongst students & industry about the need of
planning and designing green buildings including institutions.
Discussion held with the Directors (TP) Urban Local Bodies, Punjab, Department of Town & Country Planning
Haryana regarding amendment of the Building Bye– Laws to Include incentives for promoting Green
Buildings, on the pattern followed in the PUDA Buildings Rules

Awareness Programme on Green Buildings
June 16-17 , 2014
Presentation was made to the participants of the Regional Workshop on ‘Sustainable Urban Development:
Emerging Issues and Alternatives’, organized By Centre for Research in Rural and Industrial Development
(CRRID), Chandigarh regarding the need for making buildings green.
Newly recruited Building Inspectors appointed in the department of Urban Local Bodies, Punjab were
briefed regarding promoting designing and construction of Green Buildings in urban areas as part of
approval/ completion of buildings.

Interactive session with students of Millennium School, Mohali
Wednesday, July 23 , 2014
To create the much needed awareness on environmental
responsibility and to encourage students to think about
conservation and sustainability as an integral part of their
life, an interactive session was held in Millennium School,
Mohali on July 23, 2014. More than 250 Students
participated in the session.
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National Workshop on Green Buildings:- Construction & Practices
September 15-17, 2014

IGBC Chandigarh Chapter in collaboration with
National Institute of Technical Teachers Training
and Research, Chandigarh organized a three day
training workshop on the theme “Green Buildings :
Construction & Practices” from 15 to 17 September
2014 at NITTTR. More than 100 Professionals and
students attended the three days workshop

GreenWhiz Competition
Friday, September 26, 2014

As part of World Green Building Week Celebrations,
IGBC Chandigarh Chapter & NITTTR Chandigarh
organized Inter-college Quiz competition and expert
session on Green Buildings . Over 60 students with
21 teams from various Engineering , Architecture
and polytechnics institutions from the region participated in the event. Winners of the Quiz were given
prices & certificates. Other were given participation
certificates.

Training Programme on Green Building Rating Systems
Monday, November 3, 2014
As part of the activities & to promote objectives of the
Indian Green Building Council ( IGBC) to impart
Knowledge on emerging concepts of green buildings,
CII-IGBC organized one day training programme for
in-service professionals from industries & institutions
on 3 November 2015. The programme was conducted
in the CII Norther region Headquarter at Chandigarh.
The trainingprogramme was well received by 29
Participants from organization like UNICEF, J K
Cement, L&T Ltd. etc.
CII-IGBC faculty, Mr Praveen Kumar Soma and Mr A
Dheeraj deliver on various approaches and strategies
to create a sustainable built environment & broadly
covered five modules viz Sustainable Sites, Water
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Efficiency, Energy Efficiency, Materials &
Resources and Indoor Environmental Quality.

EnviroTech : Conference On Emerging Green Technologies for Sustainable Future
Wednesday, December 3, 2014

One day conference on the theme “EnviroTech: Conference
on Emerging Green Technologies for Sustainable Future”,
was organized jointly on December 3, 2014 by Confederation
of Indian Industry (CII) and Indian Green Building Council
(IGBC) at Chandigarh.
Dr. Avtar Singh, Principal Secretary, Environment, Government of Haryana, Mr. Anirudh Tewari, Secretary - Power,
New & Renewable Energy and Chairman, Punjab Energy Development and Agency, Government of Punjab and Eminent
More than 130 delegates representing Industry,
experts from the Govt. & Industry attended & briefed the
Builders & Promoter, Architects & Government
participants.
officials attended the conference.

Launch of 1st IGBC Student Chapter in Chandigarh
Saturday, February 21, 2015, Chandigarh
As part of the IGBC focus to involve students in the
Green building movement, first Student Chapter of IGBC
Chandigarh Chapter was launched at National Institute of
Technical Teachers Training & Research (NITTTR)
Chandigarh on 21 February 2015.
Mr. A K Jaswal, Chairman and Mr. Jit Kumar Gupta, CoChairman of IGBC Chandigarh Chapter were present
during the launch ceremony. Detailed presentation was
made about the IGBC, Green buildings concepts &
Green building movement in India.

Leadership Talk on Green Buildings & Sustainability
Awareness sessions were organized & conducted by Ar. Jit
Kumar Gupta, Co-Chair IGBC Chandigarh Chapter on Green
buildings including their role & importance, and approach to
design such buildings were in various institutions.


Gateway College of Architecture and Design, Murthal on 18
Feb 2015 on “Green Building”



NITTTR, Chandigarh on 27 February 2015 on “Smart City &
Sustainability”



State Institute of Urban Planning & Architecture, SUPVA,
Rohtak on 31 March 2015 on “ Green & Intelligent Buildings”
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IGBC 2nd Student Chapter Launch
Friday, March, 13 2015
IGBC Chandigarh Chapter launched its second
students chapter in the region and first in the
state of Punjab in the Department of Architecture, Giani Zail Singh College of Engineering and
Technology, PTU Campus, Bathinda on 13 March
2015.
The Student chapter launch was followed with an
awareness and interactive session on Green
Buildings & IGBC Rating System by Mr Jit Kumar
Gupta, Co- Chairman, IGBC Chandigarh chapter
& Mr. Punit Agarwal, Counsellor Indian Green
Building Council

Mr Jit Kumar Gupta, Co- Chairman, IGBC Chandigarh chapter handing over the
Student Chapter certificate to Dr Jasbir Singh Hundal, campus director, DOA, GZS
PTU & other faculty Members

MNRE–CII-IGBC Training Program on Green Buildings
Friday, March 27, 2015
CII-IGBC, with the support of Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE), Government of India organized one
day Training Programme on Green Buildings on Friday, 27
March 2015 in Chandigarh
The main objective of this training programme was to impart knowledge on green building concepts and IGBC’s rating programmes, best practices in Green Buildings.
The programme was well received and appreciated. Participants suggested more such programmes should be organized. Over 50 Participants attended the programme
CII-IGBC faculty, Mr M. Anand, Principal Counsellor and
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Ms Pallavi Chitnis deliver on various approaches
and strategies to create a sustainable built
environment.

Launch of 3rd IGBC Student Chapter in Indian Institute of Technology, Roorkee
Saturday, March 28, 2015
IGBC Chandigarh Chapter launched its third and first student
chapter in the state of Uttarakhand at Indian Institute of
Technology, Roorkee on 28 March 2015
Pradipta Banerji, Director IIT Roorkee and Mr. M. Anand,
Principal Counsellor, IGBC addressed the attendees in the
launching ceremony with their presence.
Launch of Student chapter at IIT Roorkee was followed by a
session on Green Building Concepts to the students & faculity
of Architecture in IIT Roorkee.

Mr M Anand, principal Counsellor, IGBC presenting CII-IGBC Student
chapter Certificate to Mr. Pradipta Banerji, Director IIT Roorkee

Supporting Partner For Conferences
IGBC Chandigarh Chapter was supporting partner for


National conference on “Re Discovering Cities” held on 10-11 April
2015 organized by School of Architecture & Design, MM University
Sadopur, Ambala



National Conference on “Investigative Perceptions in Built Environment” organized by School of Architecture and Design, Maharaja
Agrasen University, Baddi H.P

Launch of 4th IGBC Student Chapter in Hindu School of Architecture
Friday, April, 17, 2015
IGBC Chandigarh Chapter launched its Fourth student chapter
of the region & first student chapter in the state of Haryana at
Hindu School of Architecture, Sonepat on 17 April 2015.
Launch of student chapter was followed by Awareness session
and exhibition by students on Sustainable Architecture which
was inaugurated by IGBC Chandigarh Chapter Chairman &
Co- Chairman.
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Launch of 5th IGBC Student Chapter in SoAD, Maharaja Agrasen University
Friday, April 24, 2015
IGBC Chandigarh Chapter launched its Fifth student
chapter and first chapter oat School of Architecture & Design,
Maharaja Agrasen University on 24th April 2015 at Baddi, Himachal Pradesh.

Presentation on IGBC Initiatives and Services
Friday, May 29, 2015

IGBC Chandigarh Chapter made a Presentation on
IGBC Initiatives & Services regarding smart cities,
green buildings initiatives & approach to energy &
water conservation in the domain of industrial sector
in the meetings of Past Chairmen, Convernors &
Co- Convernors of the CII Chandigarh Council
organized by CII Chandigarh Council.

Green Buildtech 2015 : Conference & Display to encourage Green Building Revolution
August 21-22 , 2015
Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) Northern Region and Indian Green Building Council
(IGBC) Chandigarh Chapter organized Green
Buildtech : Conference & Display to encourage green building revolution in northern region from Friday, 21 August to Saturday, 22
August 2015 at CII Northern Region Headquarters, Sector 31-A, Chandigarh.
Green Buildtech 2015 was supported by Punjab Energy Development Agency (PEDA) and
Indian Society of Heating, Refrigeration and
Air Conditioning Engineers (ISHRAE) Chandigarh Chapter.
Mr Anurag Aggarwal, Home Secretary cum
Secretary, Industries Chandigarh Administration was the Chief Guest and Dr Prem C Jain

Chief Guest, Mr Anurag Aggarwal, Home Secretary cum Secretary, Industries,
Chandigarh Administration addressing the Inaugural Session

Chairman, Indian Green Building Council gave the keynote
address at the Green Buildtech Conference & Display.
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The event attempts to bring together collective
knowledge and thought leadership for deliberations that
can deliver definitive direction for a sustainable
environment by highlighting and projecting the green
technologies to the industry and relevant stakeholders.
It served as a knowledge sharing platform to understand the current and emerging trends in green technologies that inspire the stakeholders towards promoting a
sustainable world.
Dr Prem C Jain, Chairman, Indian Green Building Council
addressing the participants

Green Buildtech 2015 Display

GreenWhiz Competition
Monday, September,21, 2015
As part of World Green Building Week 2015 celebrations, IGBC Chandigarh Chapter and IGBC’s Student Chapter
NITTTR organized Inter-college Quiz competition on “Environment Sustainability” along with expert sessions on 21
September 2015 at NITTTR, Sector 26, Chandigarh for spreading awareness among students on Green Buildings
Concepts. Over 33 Teams (each having 2 members) from various engineering colleges, architecture colleges and
polytechnics from Chandigarh, Haryana, Punjab, Himachal Pradesh & Jammu & Kashmir participated in the Competition. The occasion was graced by Mr A K Jaswal, Chairman, IGBC Chandigarh Chapter.
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Workshop on Green Building Concepts
Tuesday, September,22, 2015
A Half day workshop on Green Building concepts
was held on 22 September 2015 at Hindu School
of Architecture, Sonepat. Mr. Jit Kumar Gupta CoChairman, IGBC Chandigarh Chapter, Mr. Punit
Agarwal Counsellor, Indian Green Building Council, Col Shailesh Pathak CEO, Art-N-Glass Inc. and
Mr Jitendra Rath Regional Manager Kerakoll India Pvt. Ltd. engaged students through interactive
presentations.

Green Building Mission
Wednesday, September, 23, 2015

As the world celebrated Green Buildings’ Week,
the student chapter of Indian Green Building Council (IGBC) at MASAD, MAU, Baddi, took the initiative to learn the applications of what makes the
buildings ‘GREEN’. It was a great learning experience for students & their understanding on Green
buildings has been widened. They have grasped
the fact that the green buildings can be designed
and constructed easily, right from the conception to
operations stage. A group of Sixty three students
and teachers had a first-hand experience of the
Design, Planning, Operations and Maintenance of
these campuses.

Mr Ashish Bhardwaj, Associate Director - Operations (Engineering &
Sustainability), ISB explaining the campus planning to the students

World Green Building Week Celebration With
Department of Architecture, Giani Zail Singh Punjab Technical University Campus
Thursday, September,24 2015

IGBC’s Student Chapter Department of
Architecture, GZS Punjab Technical University
Celebrated Green Building Week Celebration with
Carpooling by faculties, watercolor painting
competition, Photography Contest on Environment
and Sapling of Plantation.
Sapling Plantation
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Photography Competition on Environment

Painting Competition

World Green Building Week Celebration with Indian School of Business, Mohali
Friday, September,25 2015
CII- Indian Green Building Council & Indian School of Business, Mohali in association with The Fresh Mart &
GIBSS Celebrated World Green Building Week with following activities
Tree plantation drive: Staff & Students of Indian School of Business, Chair & Co-Chair of IGBC Chandigarh Chapter
took part in Plant Sapling at ISB, Mohali campus

Launch of Sustainable Farming: The event was proceeded by the
launch of sustainable farming at ISB. A small stretch of land will be
cultivated with sustainable and organic farming methods to promote
the growth of sustainable agriculture within . The same will be expanded over the years and by 2017 ISB will target to grow 20% of the
produce used in house

Canvas Signatures and Messages Campaign: All day students also
engaged in embossing on the canvas as to what sustainability means to
them. This brought in various thoughts ranging from future of the youth
to the present scenario.
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Making of Smart Cities in India
With 378 million persons (2011 census) residing in 7935 urban centers, India has emerged
as the second largest urban system in the world after China. Emerging Indian urban system
remains unique and challenging, both in terms of pattern and scale of growth .Majority of the
Indian cities are passing through an era of enormous growth and rapid development, both
planned and unplanned. Cities are facing the greatest challenges of meeting the basic
needs of shelter, healthcare, education, water and sanitation for its residents. In the process,
majority of urban residents are facing exclusion and deprivation and are accordingly marginalized. Quality of life in urban India is fast becoming nightmare for large number of urban migrants. Population, poverty, pollution and exclusion have emerged as the hallmarks of Indian
urbanisation. With urban population reaching 600 million out of 1.4 billion in 2030, greatest
challenge before urban planners, architects and policy makers would be, how to harmonise
the growth and development of urban India and make it people centric, smart and rational.

Ar. Jit Kumar Gupta
Co- Chairman
IGBC Chandigarh Chapter

Cities have been integral part of human civilization .They are known to be humanity’s most complex creation, never finished,
never definitive. Despite chaos, disorder, dualities and contradictions, cities are going to stay because they are humanity’s
past, present and future. They symbolizes the dreams, hopes and aspirations of the society. With cities dictating economy,
generating majority of employment, determining quality of life, emerging as incubators of ideas and innovation and providers
of quality social and physical infrastructures, it would be important that prevailing dualities and contradictions in urban areas
are removed on priority so that urban India could be launched on the fast trajectory of rational growth and planned development. This would be critical because cities would not only be housing large proportion of population but will also be consuming enormous non-renewable resources and energy besides generating waste. With cities accounting for 70%of energy consumption largely through buildings and travel, they are responsible for majority of global carbon footprints and green house
gas emissions. Accordingly, Green Studies made and analysis carried out, have shown that urban planning and management processes are largely responsible for emerging pattern of city development and turning green cities into grey and
black cities. Accordingly, it will be appropriate to, critically and objectively, look at the prevailing urban planning, development
and management practices and identify the roadblocks which have hampered the rational growth of cities. Looking at the
existing urban patterns, new order of urban planning, development options and management strategies would have to be
put in place in order to make cities more humane, equitable, just, efficient, productive, sustainable and providers of assured
quality of life to all urban residents including poorest of the poor. In addition, quality of local leadership will also have to be
improved in order to take lead in defining and implementing the agenda for making cities smart.

India has already launched the program for creating 100 smart cities in the country. Ministry of Urban Development is in the
process of defining the strategy and working out options for making cities smart. Out of 100 cities to be made smart, 99 cities
have already been identified. Identified cities are now in the process of searching solutions through a consultative process
and involving experts to make cities smart. Large number of countries are offering their expertise in making Indian cities
smart, based on their past experience and technology available. However, Indian cities are different and have peculiar problems of population, poverty and pollution . The magnitude and scale of these problems is both unique and collosal. In order
to make Indian cities smart, we have to search solutions which are purely Indian and are evolved after studying the local
conditions, resources and challenges. India will do well to create a strong local leadership duly supported by quality
manpower , technical and financial resources besides supportive legal framework. Multiplicity of agencies at the local level
has to be avoided and available resources need to be pooled. Travel in cities to be minimized by making cities compact
through state of art land use planning and adopting mechanism of transit oriented development. Cities are to be planned for
people and not for vehicles with priority in transportation going to pedestrians, cycles, mass transportation and private cars,
in that order and that hierarchy. Involving all stakeholders, planning and designing green buildings, using innovative technologies involving IT and IT enabled services, will be critical to make Indian cities productive, smart, livable and sustainable.
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Ar. Noor Dasmesh Singh
FIIA, MCoA, Principal, NOOR Architects Consultants
Member, Indian Green Building Council

Celebrating the 50th Anniversary of Corbu Sahib ‘Le Corbusier’
Since the release of two new books earlier this year including “Le Corbusier, Un Fascisme Français” (Le Corbusier, a
French Fascism) by French journalist Xavier de Jarcy and “Un Corbusier” (A Corbusier) by François Chaslin, a row over
Le Corbusier’s fascist links and alleged anti-semitism has cast a threat to the legacy of the master. The controversy has
overshadowed events commemorating the 50th death anniversary all over the world including the Centre Pompidou’s
exclusive exhibition titled ‘Le Corbusier, the Measures of Man’ ironically highlighting the architect’s humanism as well as
another one titled ‘Le Corbusier - Modern Architect Giant’ running at the City Hall in Hong Kong.
The impact of the same did not seem to dampen the enthusiasm exhibited in various events organised in Chandigarh by
the UT Adminstration. For the Chandigarhians, the city and the master planner holds a fascination and belongingness
that out-rules most of the criticism that floats around every now and then.
The revival of ‘Light and Sound show’ at the Government Museum few
weeks back, is an initiative that promotes cultural exchange, apart from
educating the population about the history and background of how the
city came into being. This show should grow from here, an eclectic mix
of art and technology running in the stunning backdrop of the Government Museum, so is the initiative taken to open ‘The Capitol’ for visitors
and the residents to mesmerise themselves in this breathtaking modernist setting.

Le Corbusier - Image Credits: Willy Rizzo (Rare Photos in color)

As an architect and urban planner myself, I can sense a renewed energy and enthusiasmvis-à-vis, acknowledging the
past legacy and, at the same time, envisioning a future for Chandigarh. There is an attempt to evolve a shared vision
which encompasses first principles of 21st century ‘world city’ being applied to the city. Intuitively, it seems that there is
a sense of convergence of the right people with the right mindset- an open minded leadership at the top complemented
by insights of the right kind of professionals naturally adhering to ‘Open to Give and Open to Receive’ dictum originally
conceived for the city beautiful.
As far as recognition of the legacy at international stage goes, Chandigarh has struggled for a nomination to be inscribed in the World Heritage List of UNESCO. Twice before, in 2006 and 2011 the efforts have been rejected by
UNESCO but it seems hopeful this time around that due credit would be extended to the rich breadth of work that the
Master has contributed, especially the scale of realised work in Chandigarh, conceived in 1951 as the new capital of
the state of Punjab. There are strict guidelines to be met for this coveted status offered to buildings and works, therefore we are wishful that Chandigarh’s contribution to the dossier shall prove vital in securing the status.
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The Future and Sustainable Chandigarh
A list of 98 smart cities released by the MoUD comes as a well timed tribute to Chandigarh on the 50th death anniversary
of Master; challenge would now lie first, in securing a place in the top 20 list and later if successful, set-up the right kind
of drivers for carrying out meaningful change in the urban milieu of the city. It is undoubtedly a complex task to be done
in consultation with a diverse group of people, ranging from the design fraternity to other stakeholders
.
In an attempt to rethink the future developmental framework of
Chandigarh’s modernist legacy, we need more people who can
think out of the box and constructively challenge the present guidelines. The very experiment of conceiving Chandigarh was based on
the principles of challenging the past, so 50 years after the death of
Le Corbusier, why should the principles of Modernism be treated as
a threat to draw up guidelines for our future ? On the contrary the
same legacy ought to be showing us the way for managing the future change essential due to growing population. It surely would be
a more positive, productive and reassuring way to evolve and approach future rather than live in a fossilized, glorified past ideas of
the making of Chandigarh.
Preservation of history is admired and essential but at the same
time, evolution of urban planning principles ought to happen in the
midst of flux, to make a city into a living microcosm.

Image: Stephane Couturier. High Court, Chandigarh, Punjab, India
(Series ‘Chandigarh Replay’ 2006-2009

Planning and Architectural Bye Laws
High-rises in the periphery area should be deliberated upon, function driven changes, changes to commercial properties
based on socio-economic drivers, amongst many other planning rules that remain stuck in the past should be reviewed.
Mobility is another important aspect that needs priority attention. A need to strengthen the existing public transportation
network system, for instance, the existing bus management system should add on smart attributes of management and
operational optimisations. Newer mass-transit options need to be explored and integrated as per needs of the growing
population. Other interventions to deal with preparation of integrated city masterplans using GIS and other available
technologies like 3d simulations to plan for smarter future city. This would also be beneficial in allocating the right kind of
resources to appropriate areas. Other domains would revolve around strengthening the urban water supply management systems, effective waste management, producing energy from city waste, use of smart attributes in all aspects of
city working. It is about time these calibrated changes are ushered in while being equally considerate about the blueprint
of this unique city.
Le Corbusier, left the city in the hope that “The seed of Chandigarh is well sown. It is for the citizens to see that the tree
flourishes.”
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HSIL Ltd

Somany Ceramics Ltd

Merino Panel Products Ltd

Chandigarh Housing Board

Mangla Sons Pvt Ltd

Quick Logic Controls

National Institute of Food
Technology Entrepreneurship & Management

Deenbandhu Chhotu Ram University
Of Science And Technology

Micron Instruments Pvt Ltd

Bachitter Singh Associates

Aegis Homes Ltd

Planner Plus

IMARAT

Goyal Industries

Deinde Engineering Services
Pvt Ltd

Zeco Aircon Ltd

Next Step Engineering Pvt Ltd

Agile Consulting Engineers &
Valuers

EESSI

Dynamic Building Concepts Pvt Ltd

Architects Atelier

Batra & Associates
Architects

Hindustan Infrastructure Inc

An Architects Group

Saakaar Foundation

Bhoomi

NICT Computer Education

Vastukrit

S D Sharma & Associates

Forest Hill Resort Pvt Ltd

Planners Group

CPWD

Chitkara School of Planning &
Architecture

Noor Architects Consultants

College of Architecture - IET
Bhaddal, Ropar, Punjab

University Institute Of Architecture
Design & Planning

Ravinder Khosla Associates

Hara Punjab Khara Samaj

Pearls Buildwell
Infrastructure Ltd

Indian School of Business,
Mohali Campus

National Institute of Technical
Teachers Training & Research

RITM College of Architecture

Complete Cooling Solutions

Rajendra Plywood Industries Pvt Ltd

Ramjee Concretes Pvt Ltd

Arhat Wood Pvt Ltd

School of Architecture, MMU
Sadopur, Ambala

Department of Architecture, GZS
PTU Campus, Bathinda, Punjab

State Institute of Urban Planning &
Architecture, Rohtak

Innovative Financial Management

Sham tiles & Concrete
Products

Vaastu Consultants

Manohar Singh & Company

Martins Impex Pvt Ltd

Hindu School of Architecture

The Architects Collaborative

School of Architecture & Design ,
Maharaja Agrasen University, Baddi

AGI Infra Ltd

Orbit Apartment
Construction Pvt Ltd

Arkon Infratech

Sthapati Consultants

Gurudev Group of Architects

Inner Value

Engrace Architects

Parry & Associates

Barnala Developers

Qualever Products

GLM infratech Pvt Ltd

Shri Ram Panels Pvt Ltd

A P Associates Inc

Gupta Builders & Promoters
Pvt Ltd

Ambience

Jupiter Aqua Lines Ltd

Art - N - Glass Inc

Helios Consultant

Punjab Institute of Technology,
Khunimajra, Mohali

To join us as a member and participate in Green Building Movement, please contact CII IGBC Secretariat:
Mr. Nilesh Ku. Rana (+91 7087190511/ Nilesh.rana@cii.in)
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www.igbc.in

Please send your Queries/Suggestions to :
Nilesh Kumar Rana
Indian Green Building Council
Confederation of Indian Industry (Northern Region Headquarters)
Block No. 3, Dakshin Marg, Sector 31-A, Chandigarh 160030 (INDIA)
: +91-172-5022522 / 26072128 Ext. 404 |
Mb. +91- 7087190511| Email : nilesh.rana@cii.in
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every effort to ensure the accuracy of information presented in this document. However, neither
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